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Eschelon Experiences Celebrates a Memorable Year of Giving 
Local restaurants donate more than $82K to Triangle nonprofits in 2015 

 
RALEIGH, N.C.—November 19, 2015—Eschelon Experiences is honored to announce 
their total philanthropic contribution to the Triangle area during 2015. From digging in the 
dirt, selling beverages at the beach music concert series, and engaging in friendly 
fundraising competitions amongst the restaurants, the restaurant group donated more 
than $82,000 to area nonprofits in the greater Raleigh community.  
 
“At Eschelon Experiences, the act of giving back goes beyond dollars and cents,” says 
Gaurav “G” Patel, Eschelon Experiences president and founder. “We hope to inspire 
members of our community to engage with one another to create a chain of positive 
impact. The act of coming together, to accomplish something beyond our individual 
reach, is why we give.” 
 
This year, Eschelon Experiences’ “Month of Giving” campaign raised a total of $27,510 
for the company’s four core nonprofit partners: Tammy Lynn Center for Developmental 
Diabetes, Raleigh City Farm, Band Together, and Hope for Haiti Foundation. After 
receiving their bill, guests at all five of the group’s restaurants were encouraged to 
contribute one dollar or more to support the nonprofit organization of the month. Mako 
Medical Laboratories and Modern Woodmen matched every dollar up to $2,500.00 
respectively during the four months of the campaign.  
 
In addition, Eschelon Experiences supported nonprofit organizations by:  

• Volunteering more than 340 hours of service  
• Donating more than $36,500 worth of food to fundraising events 
• Donating more than $4,100 from event fundraisers 
• Supporting more than 170 area nonprofits through gift card donations valued at 

more than $14,000  
 
“The partnership between Eschelon Experiences and Tammy Lynn Center has been a 
remarkable one,” says Margaret Hartzell, the annual programs manager of Tammy Lynn 
Center for Developmental Disabilities. “It is difficult to put their impact into a certain 
category, because they do it all. It is very unusual in the nonprofit world for a company to 
knock on your door to get involved, but not with them. There is no company in Raleigh 
that gives back to the community more than Eschelon.” 
 
For more information on Eschelon Experiences and its nonprofit partners, please visit 
www.eschelonexperiences.com/community/. 
 
About Eschelon Experiences 
Eschelon Experiences was founded by Gaurav “G” Patel in 2006 with the purpose of 
developing and delivering exciting and unique hospitality concepts to the Raleigh-



Durham area. A pillar of the Triangle dining scene, Eschelon began when Patel 
purchased Mura in North Hills, and has since grown from one restaurant to five 
including; Mura, Japanese with a modern twist; The Oxford, upscale British pub faire; 
Cameron Bar and Grill, redefined American classics; Faire, steak and seafood; and 
Basan, Bull City Sushi. Eschelon also operates Zinda, a nightlife and event venue. 
Recognized for its upscale interiors, renowned chefs and globally inspired cuisine, 
Eschelon offers a one-of-a-kind dining experience.  
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